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Three AGORA formats

**Strategic Dialogues**
- 80-100 participants
- Wide strategic discussions
- Main objective: to identify most pressing urban issues, combine knowledge, perspectives and interests for co-creation
- Example: SRIA 2.0 workshop 04/2018 - Bucharest

**Thematic Dialogues**
- About 30-45 participants
- Focussed thematic discussion
- Objective: bring experts on one specific topic issue together; combine knowledge; bring topic further
- Example: Topics for migration call 11/2017 - Berlin

**External / Co-hosted Dialogues**
- Co-hosting sessions/workshops at conferences to make use of gathering of urban communities
- Objective: Exchange issues to receive input
- Example: Dilemmas of public spaces – EU Placemaking Week 06/2019
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The Agora – JPI Urban Europe Stakeholder Involvement Platform Workshop:

The effects of recent migration dynamics and forced displacement on urban areas in Europe
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Review: Agora Workshop on Migration/Forced Displacement

On 14 November 2017, the JPI Urban Europe hosted its first thematic Agora – Stakeholder Involvement Platform workshop on “the effects of recent migration dynamics and forced displacement on urban areas in Europe” in Berlin. The workshop brought together experts to jointly discuss most pressing challenges, connect between nationally funded projects, exchange on policy recommendations and identify the research/innovation needs to inform future JPI Urban Europe actions.

Hope to see you there!
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